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Animal Cruelty as a Cause of Action
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hen Houston animal abuse investigators first discovered Angel, the pit
bull puppy was hidden away on the floor of an upstairs bathroom in an
obscure Houston apartment unit. Angel could only struggle in painful
attempts to stand, much less walk. Her owner had beaten her over a prolonged
period. The impact from boards and other heavy objects had left Angel riddled
with broken bones — 13 of them — in various stages of mending.
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Allowing pets in protective orders acknowledges that batIn earlier eras, Angel’s plight would have probably gone
tered spouses may sometimes choose to remain in an abusive
undetected. She would have remained merely another anonysituation because they fear for the welfare of their pet if they
mous victim in a vast and stark legal void for animals — a
leave. It provides judges with a new tool to protect all vulnerachasm of very limited criminal laws against serious or deadly
ble members of the family in domestic violence cases.
cruelty and scant resources for prosecutors or policing agencies.
The Animal Cruelty Section also trains law enforcement and
Instead, Angel has become a high-profile ambassador for the
other animal welfare professionals. In the past, law enforceHarris County District Attorney’s Office (HCDAO) and its
ment officials were neither trained nor committed to investiefforts to achieve reforms on various animal abuse fronts.
gating animal cruelty cases; those cases simply were not a
In recent years, there has been a new recognition about the
priority. However, that attitude has
connection between animal cruelty
changed. Many agencies in the Harand crimes of violence against peoris County area have followed the
ple. Humane organizations, child
lead of District Attorney Lykos and
advocates, and domestic abuse agencreated new animal specialist posicies are realizing that these are
tions or doubled existing ones.
crossover, interconnected legal disciAmong them are the Houston
plines. Violence is violence.
Police Department, Harris County
In the past, the pursuit of justice
Sheriff ’s Office, and Harris County
could be uneven when it involved
Constable Precinct 1 and Constable
animal cruelty cases. In 2006,
Precinct 6.
Belinda Smith, of the HCDAO
The officers are specifically trained
Environmental Crimes Section,
to handle animal cruelty cases so
assumed the responsibility for anithat the quality of cases being premal cases. The full importance of
sented for prosecution has drasticalfighting animal cruelty in Houston
wasn’t fully recognized until Patri- Angel, a pit bull puppy who was rescued from animal abuse, is ly improved. Furthermore, Harris
cia Lykos became the district attor- shown doing rehab for her injuries in a water tank. Angel is now County is fortunate to have the
an ambassador for the Harris County District Attorney’s Office
Houston Humane Society and the
ney in 2009. She created a new Animal Cruelty Section.
Houston SPCA that have specialAnimal Cruelty Section and she
ized units devoted to combating animal abuse, cruelty, and
provided the section with the resources for effective prosecuneglect.
tions. Protect pets and you protect people. It is that simple.
HCDAO recently established a protocol that provides for
Lykos and her staff are committed to taking animal cruelty
round-the-clock veterinary coverage for animals once criminal
seriously, knowing that the same laws protect people and procharges are accepted. In the past, animals were frequently left
vide for a safer community. In 1996, the HCDAO prosecuted
at the crime scene and were not provided emergency treat52 cases. Last year, the Animal Cruelty Section handled 257
ment. This practice created evidentiary issues that hindered
cases involving 1,209 animals. Consequently, the section has
effective criminal prosecution. To correct this problem,
quickly become a statewide model for other prosecuting agenHCDAO established a new protocol that recognizes that anicies that recognize the importance of fighting animal cruelty
mal cruelty cases should be treated like any other criminal
and plan to establish similar units.
case. In typical criminal prosecutions, evidence is never left at
The team’s approach to combating animal cruelty is more than
the crime scene; therefore animals should not be left at the
just prosecuting cases in a courtroom. It is a multifaceted program
crime scene because they are the primary evidence in an aniinvolving legislative change, training, education, and outreach.
mal cruelty case. To this end, HCDAO approached local shelThe Animal Cruelty Section is proactively involved in legislation
ters to establish a protocol providing for 24/7 veterinary
and understands the importance of having strong laws to protect
coverage. The city shelter, the Houston Humane Society, the
animals. This past session, HCDAO worked alongside the Texas
Houston SPCA, and the county shelter graciously agreed to
Humane Legislation Network, the Texas Federation of Animal
coordinate their services to provide for the needed coverage.
Care Societies, and the Humane Society of the United States to
Under the new protocol, once animals are removed from a
pass some of the most significant animal protection laws to date.
crime scene, they are immediately taken to a safe shelter and
The office supported a cockfighting bill and a bill allowing
provided veterinary care. While this new protocol was estabfor the inclusion of pets in protective orders. The new cocklished primarily to ensure that animals didn’t suffer unnecesfighting legislation was a major victory for animal cruelty
sarily, it also ensures that evidence is preserved to effectively
prosecution. Cockfighting is a form of animal cruelty that
prosecute a case.
often goes hand-in-hand with other crimes, such as illegal
The HCDAO also conducts outreach to educate the comgambling; using, possessing, manufacturing, or distributing
munity about the importance of animal cruelty cases. Smith
drugs; and crimes involving firearms.
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speaks frequently to area schools, community organizations,
and law schools. The Animal Cruelty Section also submits articles to Houston Pet Talk magazine regarding important animal
issues affecting the community. Additionally, the section promotes animal welfare issues through the Houston Bar Association (HBA) Animal Law Section, which was co-founded by
Clarissa Kay Bauer, Alison L. Smith, and Belinda Smith.
While investigating and prosecuting abuse is certainly a priority, outreach is also important. Public awareness is vital to
that mission and that outreach now spans the United States,
with Houston’s efforts being highlighted on the national cable
network Animal Planet and shows such as “Animal Cops” and
“CNN Heroes.” Angel, the pit bull puppy, has been featured
on Animal Planet, which has also featured other cases developed by the HCDAO Animal Cruelty Section and DA Investigator Trina Craddock. Craddock is among the few officers with
elite training in probing animal abuses and cruelty.
The team’s groundbreaking approach has generated demand
at major legal and professional speaking venues, including such
conferences as the Texas Unites for the Animals Conference,
Texas Gang Investigator Conference, Protecting Texas Children
Conference, and Texas A&M Veterinary School.
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The HCDAO also partnered with the HBA Animal Law Section to establish Paw & Order: SDU (Special Dog Unit), an animal-assisted therapy program to assist victims of child abuse at the
Harris County Children’s Assessment Center. Lykos embraced the
initiative as part of her efforts to improve assistance for victims of
crime. Dogs and their handlers donate their time and services,
so there are no costs to the public. Even the bright orange bandannas, which are given to the victims as mementoes, are funded through contributions to the HBA Animal Law Section.
Like other prosecutors, the animal cruelty prosecutors personally visit injured animals to collect evidence and get a keen,
personal perspective on the animal that has been victimized.
Some days animal abuse work can be sad and even overwhelming. The outcomes are always uncertain. With the Animal Cruelty Section in place, there are more happy outcomes, both for
these animals and people.
Offenders have also drawn significantly greater penalties for
their crimes. Smith helped that happen with her testimony to
the Texas Legislature. She spoke about the need to toughen animal abuse laws and made sure that state officials learned about
her ally in the campaign — a fully recovered and very friendly
dog named Angel.
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